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INTERACTION MODELING IN
MECHANIZED TUNNELING

THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND THE UGLY
National University of Singapore (NUS)
In an era where data is recognized as the “new
oil”, it makes sense for us to lean towards decision making strategies that are more responsive
to data, particularly if we have zettabytes coming
our way. In fact, we already have a lot of data,
but the vast majority is shelved after a project is
completed (“dark data”). It does not make sense
to reduce one zettabyte to a few bytes describing
a single cautious value. It does not make sense
to expect big data to be precise and to fit a particular favourite physical model as demanded by
the classical deterministic world view (so-called
“good” data). This lecture advocates the position
that there is value in data of any kind (good or not
so good quality, or right or wrong fit to a physical
model – we can call this “ugly data”) and the challenge is for the new generation of researchers to
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uncover this value by hearing what data have to
say for themselves, be it using probabilistic, machine learning, or other data-driven methods, and
to re-imagine the role of the geotechnical engineer
in an immersive environment likely to be imbued
by machine intelligence. Perhaps for the first time,
geotechnical engineers are getting re-acquainted
with data and are beginning to see value beyond
its conventional roles as inputs for physical models, measured responses from load tests for
design checks, or monitoring information for the
observational approach. In the speaker’s opinion,
we are at the threshold of an exciting future where
digital and physical realities merge. We just need
to transform decision making strategies tailored
to a past data-poor environment to work with this
new data-rich cyber-physical reality.
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